
Give the Perfect 
Christmas Gift

With the holiday season here, Creative Memories StoryBooks make 
great gifts. Look at the StoryBooks that you and your customers 
have created this past year. The possibilities are endless. If you want 
to give an 8 x 8 but originally created a 12 x 12 StoryBook or  
         if you want to give a 7 x 5 Softcover but originally  
         created an 11 x 8.5 StoryBook, the process is relatively  
         straightforward: 

•  Open your original StoryBook in StoryBook Creator Plus.
•    Create a blank StoryBook in the new size without closing the  

first StoryBook by clicking on the Start menu (the blue book in the yellow circle) and choosing New. 
•  Now you’re going to simply copy the elements on each page of your original StoryBook and paste them into your new Storybook:
     •  For each page, go to the bottom of the elements panel and “unlock” the bottom layer by clicking on the lock. 
     •  Select all layers by holding down the CTRL key and the A key, then right click on the layers and choose Grouping and then Group. 
     •  Copy all of the layers by right clicking on your workspace and choosing Copy.
     •  Next, go to your new StoryBook and paste the elements into a blank page.
      •   Now just resize your page by right-clicking on the page, choosing Properties,  and entering the dimensions of your new size. 
     •  To “ungroup” the elements on the page so they’re editable, simply right click on the page, click on Grouping and choose Ungroup.

Resizing from smaller to larger sizes is not recommended because the smaller size StoryBook does not have the resolution required for reproduction at a larger size.
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Gifts that last longer than fruit cake
All photo gifts available on the Creative Memories Photo Center meet our specifications for 

fade resistance, abrasion resistance and durability. Photo gifts, such as mugs and mouse pads, 

are also tested for lead to ensure that they are safe.

The Photo Panel is Creative Memories’ newest photo gift (see page 26).  

We use dye sublimation to produce these glossy photo displays.  

This process involves printing an image and then transferring the  

dyes onto a special coated material. The resulting panel print is highly  

durable because the dye becomes part of the surface coating. Photo  

Panels are manufactured without adhesives that could fail at a later time.

Photo prints, including Page Prints and Wall Prints, are also a great way to  

celebrate the holidays. For maximum longevity we recommend framing photo  

prints with UV protective glass that meets the ISO 18902 standard for photo safety.  

All Page Frames, Express Frames and Creative Memories Custom Frames provide  

this protection.

Photo gifts from the Creative Memories Photo Center are the perfect way for your customers 

to celebrate and share their memories. These unique gifts will help make sure their memories 

make it for many new years to come. 


